Workshops for new Master’s students 2018

Learn to efficiently search for journal articles
Monday 10.09 at 10.15-11.45 / Tuesday 18.09 at 12.30-14.00 in Skills Lab (library)

Find your way in the jungle of library databases. Become more efficient and systematic in your literature searches. You will learn how to find the most suitable references for your papers.
Marianne Dube, Information specialist/ Vilhelm Lönnberg, Information specialist
Sign up here

The Three P’s Workshop: presentation skills review
Monday 17.09 at 10.15-11.45 in room A408

Update your presentation skills and become more confident in presenting your work. When registering for the workshop please indicate if you wish to avail of individual consultation after the presentation. The first five students on the list will be accepted; other students may book for a slot via the Communication Clinic.
Maria Asuncion Gajitos, Lecturer in English Business Communication
Sign up here

Referencing: do it right and do it quick!
Friday 21.09 at 8.30-10.00 / Monday 24.09 at 10.15-11.45 in Skills Lab (library)

Get a fresh start in referencing! Learn the correct reference technique to avoid plagiarism in your papers. We will also go through some tips and tricks on how to become more efficient in writing with references.
Marianne Dube, Information specialist / Vilhelm Lönnberg, Information specialist
Sign up here

Study skills at Hanken – Best Practices
Wednesday 26.09 at 8.30-10.00 / Friday 28.09 at 8.30-10.00 in room A408

Find your best study strategies and manage your time better! Have you struggled with finding the right study strategies or with time management during your Bachelor’s studies? Or, after having some gap years, do you feel anxious about balancing your work and study life? Discuss with others and get some ideas on what you are doing right and which new approaches you could try.
Fanny Hedenborg, Study psychologist
Sign up here